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dedication page
We dedicate this journal to our
families, friends, sisters, brothers, pets, and to all of the authors, poets, and artists, who believe in borrowed solace during
this time of stress for the people
of the world.
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about page
why borrowed solace?
As a group of college friends sitting around a round table every Friday for two years, we toyed around
with the idea of creating a blog, a collective book of stories, a website, a journal or a magazine, and so many
more things. The last semester, when most of us were graduating, our dreams finally became a reality. We
created a website. We created a blog and social media pages. We launched the submissions and began our
journey.

But before all of that happened, we first took two words we liked and smashed them together to create
borrowed solace, but the meaning goes even deeper than that. If you notice the initials are a part of a literary
rambling we wanted to gather and then release into the world one word at a time. To borrow the works of others for others’ solace. To comfort, to soothe, to put people in a better mood. We pledge to you this is a bunch of
bs, but we love our name and who we are because of the words we choose to live by and these are two of them.

how is the journal published?
We intend to publish two online versions a year. Our Spring edition will be our un-themed journal. Our
Fall edition will be our themed journal. We will accept submissions from April to July and October to
December with our journals coming out in September and March. Submissions come through our website
at borrowedsolace.com. We collect four genres: fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and art. We pick selections based on
the magic they create, the way they engage us as readers and as writers, making us crave more, and that allows
us to walk alongside the authors while reading.
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continued
Our dream goal is to publish two online journals a year, and a printed version of the best stories from that
year. Right now, we publish two online versions of each journal. A teaser for free, and a small fee for all of the
stories, plus the bonus content of interviews from the authors, poets, and artists, and craft essays. The journals are
sold online at our website borrowedsolace.com.

who are we and what we are about?
We come from all different backgrounds and we each have our own stories, but our passions and interests
drive us to the same conclusion. We love writing. We love reading. We love the power and magic of words. We are
based in Colorado Springs, Colorado because that is where we all met. One of us was born in California, one in Iowa, and two in different parts of Colorado. But we all converged in one state, in one city, at one college, with one
dream.
Our dream is to build up the world with words others said, written, forced out, given to us, lent us. So we can
share them with the rest of the publishing world of oceans. The vast blue waters filled with hundreds of stories and
poems, with thousands of words, and millions of alphabet letters, and our journal is one ship among the many. A
ship to tread the waters, scooping the finer stories out from the new and old authors. Foolish and wise creators
and composers of the trade. We are the sailors, the dreamers underneath the stars, and this journal is our borrowed solace. This is what we are about.
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editors
nonfiction editor
Nicole McConnell

fiction editor
Amber Porter

poetry editor
Addey Vaters
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“Words can water the
ground, softening cold earth
and
unfurling closed fists.”
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nonfiction

11

nonfiction intro
The stories contained within each person is all unique, no life is the same whether it is “boring” or “excitement filled”;
they are still created with stories to be told. Each person we meet, each person we come to love or hate, each person
who may not have known would help create some of the stories we tell in our lives to others.

So please, enjoy a piece of much needed solace in these stories.
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a pie name darlene
by michael coolen
13

I was only ten years old when I overhead a doctor
telling my parents I was going to die. I was in the waiting
room, but I could still hear him because I had developed
Superpower Hearing by sneaking into the living room early on Saturday mornings to watch television with the volume real low. I watched Mighty Mouse, The Lone Ranger
and Sky King, but my favorite show was Sergeant Preston of
the Yukon (and his wonder dog, Yukon King). I became
pretty good at reading lips. Lip-reading King was especially easy.
“It’s rheumatic fever,” the doctor whispered. That
confused me a lot because the only romantic thing in my
life was Cheryl Holdridge on “The Mickey Mouse Club
Show.” Everybody else was in love with Annette Funicello,
but Cheryl was, like, way prettier, sang better, and danced
a lot better. I loved Cheryl Holdridge.
“We found strep in his blood work,” continued the
doctor, “and there is a heart murmur, evidence of swelling
in his joints, an elevated temperature, and some skin nodules forming. Thankfully at this time, there’s no evidence
it has progressed to his brain. But if he develops a hole in
his heart, it will get worse. He will get weaker and will
probably die before he turns thirteen.”
Mom started crying. “He’s such a good little boy,”
she said. “Why would God do this to him?”
Me too, Mom! I thought. I want to know why God
wants to kill me, too. I WAS a good little boy, an altar boy,
and I couldn’t remember committing even one mortal sin.
I’m not sure I even knew how to commit a mortal sin.
WHY ME?!
I decided I musta really pissed off God at some
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point. It might have been the time when I was nine years
old, and I had stayed up on a Saturday night to watch,
“The Wizard of Oz.” When the family started walking to
Mass the next morning, I started skipping up the hill singing, “We’re Off to See the Wizard, the Wonderful Wizard
of God.”
Maybe God didn’t have a sense of humor. Whatever
the cause, it was clear I had been promoted to the front of
God’s “You’re Gonna Die Because You Pissed Me Off
List.” Returning home from the doctor’s office, I was taken
out of school and sent to bed. My folks rented a television
and set it up at the foot of my bed. For the rest of my short
life I would lie there, propped up on some pillows, watching television and waiting to die.
I was scared about dying, but my parents stayed
strong and did their best to keep me comfortable and distracted. Mom was a good baker, and her pies were especially delicious. The main highlight of every day was a
piece of pie after supper. Within a couple of weeks my ten
-year old mind drew the conclusion that if I was going to
die, I wasn’t going to die hungry. Easily solved. I would eat
pie until the day I died.

To read more of this story, please buy the full version at
borrowedsolace.com.

rising death toll
by melissa mckay
15

our hands
by tracy rose stamper
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unscripted

by haley biermann

17

“We do not follow maps to buried treasures and X never, ever
marks the spot.” – Indiana Jones

He traveled to Cairo to prevent the Ark from falling
in the hands of the Nazi army. He retrieved the Sankara
stone and rescued children from a human sacrificing cult,
and returned them to their rightful village in India. And,
now, he rode a horse through the canyons of İskenderun
alongside his father having just triumphed a second time in
keeping a powerful holy relic out of Nazi possession. The
familiar drum beats began their gradual pound in my ears.
Through determination and wit, he cracked the most puzzling of codes. He persevered through the threat of bad
guys and betrayals. Along the way, he formed friendships
and romances with an unfaltering dry humor and undeniable charm. The trumpets sounded. I thought I might
burst.
My dad laughed and I realized I was sitting on the
edge of the sofa with clumps of cushion trapped in my
fists. My hands were still sticky from when Indy’s rival
chose poorly in his selection of the Holy Grail—I couldn’t
believe how my dad kept his Diet Coke calm during a scene in which drops of Sprite accurately mimicked my jolt.
Sure, this was our second time through the trilogy. At my
request we watched one of the films every Friday since he
had introduced me to Raiders of the Lost Ark. But a guy’s
face crumbling into a million bits isn’t something you see
every day, and I was eight years old. My sisters, Natalie
and Emily, had been too scared to keep up. I had never
been as adept at sports as Natalie or comprehensive of
science as Emily, and was elated to have found my own

bonding point with my dad. As the credits rolled, I looked
toward him. His jawline was dotted with stubble he never
allowed to grow into a full beard. Just like Indiana, I
thought. Surveying him pop the DVD back into the trilogy
case, I realized their similarities didn’t stop there. I counted them on my fingers. My dad braved black diamonds on
the ski slopes, and never let a sunny day pass without a
mountain biking trip. He always encouraged me to make
noble choices. I didn’t know what an electrical engineer
did exactly, but it was safe to assume the colorful zigzagging lines on his computer screen were a secret code in
need of decryption. His humor drove my mom insane, but
also seemed to win her over. I wondered if I could ever be
like Indiana, too.
“Now... what shall we talk about?” – Major Toht
“I just don’t know,” I say with my arms crossed. My
dad and I stand before our most threatening encounter on
our journey from Massachusetts to Vermont yet. The car
ride thus far had been uneventful—we chatted about my
upcoming high school graduation and visit to the University of Vermont. For the past six months, my dad had been
preoccupied with moving his own father from Maryland
to a town neighboring us after my dad’s stepmother
died. The worst snowstorms we’d had in years delayed
the construction of his new house, so my grandfather and
his four cats were our indefinite guests.
To read more of this story, please buy the full version at
borrowedsolace.com.
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fiction

19

fiction intro
The tales contained within this edition’s fiction section deals with moments of the afterlife, to impassioned letters,
to those voices and instincts you can’t ignore. Some of these stories deal with topics that some may find
unpleasant but life is nothing if not interesting with all the trials and joyous moments it is comprised of.
Just remember to please take care of yourselves.
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always
by lauren mead
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what I would do for a sturdy branch
by claire delplanche
22

“He’s dead, Jim.” I say of the crab corpse half-buried
in the damp sand.
“Rip.” Says Geoff, my eloquent brother.
Steven, my flannel-encased cousin, commences to
poke the empty shell with a weathered piece of driftwood.
“Christ, man!” I say. “Give him some respect.”

them up. That familiar, sticky calm crawls over me. If I dig a
hole here, I wonder. And let the wind bury me, will they notice? Will they care?

I blink my stinging eyes and walk briskly toward the
trees. Not today, Satan.
I duck under a natural arch and let my eyes adjust to
the darkness. Steven perches on a low branch.

Steven pauses, his brown eyes vacant like a taxidermy deer’s.

“It’s over, cousin!” He says to Geoff standing below.
“The kingdom is mine!”

“You know what, Charles? You’re right.” He tosses
the stick towards the waves. “I’m sorry, little dude. Rest in
pieces.”

dom!”

“Steven, you’re fired.” I say.

“No, cousin dear,” Geoff calls back. “I am the king-

Steven gasps and feigns being shot in the chest.
I laugh. At least they’re having fun.

We laugh and walk on. Geoff’s hair flaps like a flag
at half-mast, more gray than gold in the faint light tumbling past the clouds. Half-imagined raindrops dance in
the afternoon air like mosquitos.
“Hey, look at that forest!” Steven says, pointing to
our right.
The windswept trees bend away from the sea in
contorted poses like a legion of dancers, their haunting
forms stretching far back into the fog and their shadows
leaking onto the pale sand.

Sand brushes my ankles and I look around. The
trees, each one more ethereal than the last, seem like tentacles frozen in the midst of writhing out of the earth,
their faded branches reaching up toward an absent god. I
brush my hands against their calloused skin as I meander
among them, eavesdropping on their creaking boughs. A
small bird struts through the undergrowth.

“Hey Steven, it’s you,” I laugh, turning toward the
now empty branch. Shit.
“Geoff?” I call as I search the shadows. “Steven?”

“Hey Geoff, I’ll race ya.” Steven says.

I spot a worn path curving deeper into the forest.

Geoff bursts into a sprint.
“Hey!” Steven says, stumbling in pursuit.
I stand there a moment, watching the trees swallow

To read more of this story, please buy the full version at
borrowedsolace.com.
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dear victoria
by ebie filipiak
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fly like icarus
by ellen gordman
25

play with earthquakes II
by emily walling

26

I sit in the hallway of the campus theatre building
and stare at the orange and white bell laying sideways on
the table. My laptop slides down my legs; I grab it just as
the tip touches the floor. I'm the only one in the building
on a wintry Sunday night. The wind howls through the
corridor, the wooden side doors of the building slightly
rattling.
I spend Sunday nights in this building because I like
the chairs. They're old, yellow-brown faded upholstery.
But my body comfortably folds into the cushy chair, and
the building is warmer than my apartment.
The white and orange bell has been stationary in
the same spot of the coffee table for three years. No one
picks it up. It shouldn’t be knocked over. I stare at the bell,
wondering if it works. What can I summon if I ring the
bell?
After glancing around the empty hallway, I pick up
the bell. Ring the bell back and forth in my cold hands. I
internally laugh at myself and set the bell down on the table. And then I hear actual laughing emanating from the
theatre. Laughing morphs to silence, and silence turns to
yelling as the floor growls below my feet.
I quickly stow away my laptop and hide my bag behind the chair. The talking continues from the theatre,
and I hear the floor crack like the sound of a whip. I run
into the theatre.

A guy kneels on stage, head leaned over. Eyes settled on the recently painted wood floor. I slowly walk up
to the stage. He continues staring at the floor.

I get ready to ask about his wellbeing as I walk up
the handful of stairs to the stage, but I clench my teeth at
the sight of the hole in the stage floor. The floorboards
broken in such an uneven manner. I kneel opposite of the
guy and look at the hole.
My fingers instinctively reach out and graze the
wood. And then I pull away, a sharp piece giving me a
splinter.
"It sucked her right in," he mumbles, his hands nervously combing his light brown hair.
I look up. "What do you mean sucked her in?"
He slams his left hand on the floor. "I mean it pulled
her in!"
They start happening again. The earthquakes. Just
like what happened by the bell tower last week. I recall
the way the earth moved in and out, like a mouth opening
and closing. Eating. Chewing. The rope wrapped around
my waist as I descended into the earth's slit.
I stand up and look down at the hole. I see it. The
splintered wood outline in the shape of a body. My eyes
follow a crack as it lines down the stage, to the wall, and
possibly outside the theatre. The floor stirs again. A
scream emerges from the hole.
To read more of this story, please buy the full version at
borrowedsolace.com.
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poetry
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poetry intro
This edition is full of poems that are soft. They are not the type to jump up and smack you with words, not the type
to wave their hands frantically in a bid to get your attention. These poems deal in difficulty, but also in beauty. They
are the perfect poems for times such as these that are fraught with a mix of emotions. They deal out longing, grief,
sadness, joy, and everything in between. I am elated for you to take a moment and give these poems the attention
they deserve. Sometimes the steadfast and reassuring charm of the written word can be overlooked, so take a moment to sit back and relish these poems for their loyalty.
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wind-yellow
by a,j. dexter

30

a sunflower
a stone
a warm family dinner
a piano
italia
sticky chocolate on our fingers

(five things you can see,
four things you can hear,
three things you can touch—
all of them about you)

a virgo,
kind, humble, welcoming,
you went away
creating spaces for people who have no space in the world
and i missed you
yet hard on yourself.
and missed you
at night after dinner
and missed you.
the kitten,
and twice i called out your name.
so agile during the wind-yellow day,
but you came back
lies stretched out, lethargic, beside you,
and we bleached our clothes in your tub,
her purrs in perfect synchronization
gingerly carried sopping clothes so as not to ruin the floors with the hum hum hum of the washing machine.
(for i was hungered and ye gave me sup)
i could hear you sigh.
scouring through old clothing,
i could feel your knee, rounded like a small child’s skull.
through yellowing paperbacks—
do you hear the silence we create, you and i?
discarded true crime novels
i say nothing and mean everything.
among histories of the american south
(was blind but now i see.)
and church hymnals—
do you see, then, how you dance across the stars?
(i was thirsty and ye gave me drink)
how, when you are still and unknowing, i think of a suntap tap tap
flower,
the pages on the magazine
a stone,
as i read
a warm family dinner
sucking candy from my fingers
(i was a stranger and ye took me in)
and as i felt panic,
pressure like a drowning,
like someone holding me under,
you waited with me
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as love (golden delicious)
t.m. thomson

32

I walk into the supermarket out of the rainswollen city one afternoon
see golden delicious apples
in the produce area
buy two one for me …
On bright days covered by a sky
wild with clouds
my grandma and I sat in her garden
eating golden delicious
apples orbs
like pale homely suns
peppered with black pinpricks
pulpy and ambrosial
on the inside flesh
made divine
as dragonflies drifted
ever upward
and bees wafted from sunflower
to petunia
and we bit into twin suns
with skins as thick
as love.
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untitled
rae rozman

34

the steady drip of the coffee maker
burns through

worn out contact lenses
and sapphire necklaces
meticulous mornings

and slivers of midnight fear
I have believed in solitude
brewed single cups
and whispered your name
into the swirls of cream and sugar
whispered my name
into an empty mug
fill me up
for there is nothing left
but Possibility
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the garden behind the moon
by reena choudhary
36

It didn’t rain all summer.
Instead of water, my father used prayer
for his garden. Despite his friends’ laughter,
he planted spinach and lettuce,
countless rows of cucumbers
in beds lined up meticulously
ignoring old people’s warnings
about the drought.
Every afternoon, he pushed his hat back,
wiped off his sweat,
and looked up at the empty sky,
the sun scorching
the acacia trees shriveling in the heat.
In July, the ground looked like cement.
Like the ruins of a Roman thermal bath,
it kept the vestiges of a lost order,
traces of streams long gone.
He yelled at me to step back
from the impeccable architecture
of climbing green beans,
the trellis for tomatoes,
although there was nothing to be seen,
no seedlings, no tendrils,
not even weeds,
just parched, bare ground—
as if I were disturbing
the hidden sleep of seeds.
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night-blooming
by reena choudhary

38

In spring, you swore
those wires would pull me back.
But under every dream-held moon,
Moments of bliss
and happiness are
still likely to occur,
Perhaps not today,
perhaps it will take
a longer time,
That is what
I find very beautiful,
Streetlights dip the moon
in silver iodide, the sky
a negative wash weaving
across walls of a new room.
And the night-blooming flowers open,
open in the same hour I remember those I love.
In the middle of the viburnums
the twilight butterflies have appeared.
After a while all noise will quiet.
There, only a house is whispering.
Nests sleep under wings,
like eyes under eyelashes.
But under every dream-held moon,
their copper frays
in pools of suspended air,
they sink
into muggy cotton fields
as seeds fill my throat.
I wake up dry-mouthed.
You bloom with the thought of heat.

And so for nights
we waited, hoping to see
the heavy bud
break into flower.
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my grief face
by patrick wright

40

is like a plate’s chinoiserie.
A whole tragedy in paint-a Medusa with serpent hair.
My body is a cliff,
boulders tumbling
in a sea
incrementally;
the house at its edge
slowly emptying
its possessions,
the clapper boards
bolted and left,
the kids re-schooled.
Soon they fear everything will go –
no storm as such, just the multitude
of waves each month;
my house in a thousand parts
and a transmigration of souls.
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natural occurrences
by merryn rutledge

42

Later I realized that when cold settled in,
the autumn of my distraction, box elder beetles
colonized the house while cancer carved lesions in you.
All winter, beetles squirmed through cracks
to lounge around and soil the walls with feces.
In spite of your death, spring came early and strong.
The warming walls extruded beetles that by thousands
coated the foundation and beached on windowpanes.
My counterassault with soapy spray made
clumps of bugs with crippled wings fall away
while legions under them roused to fly in my hair,
down my neck, and finally finding their summer host,
the ash you saved after the ice storm broke it,
they stained the bark with blooms of bloody progeny.
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i was wrong
by l.j. mccray
44

I was wrong when I learned that what is good for you hurts you;
when I learned that love is pushing through, pushing past.
Peach prism of sun arching into late afternoon. Leaflet dangling,
last on the tree. My dog’s breath, measured, her tiny smile
while her dreaming feet kick. Her best life is standing around off leash,
looking around, walking a few steps behind or before me. That’s
her best life. She’s living it. Cool grey sky behind naked trunks
makes me squint. The air is so still, and then it speaks. It touches
my face as if it loves me. Once I stood on a rock by a roaring stream
during the first thaw of Connecticut winter and screamed: DO YOU CARE
THAT I AM HERE? I demanded this of the tall, sturdy trees,
their bark so knowing you want to touch it, so rough you want to pull away.
I heard nothing but felt a slow nod. The earth was holding me up.
We stood in the forest, together. So perhaps I am more than a gnat
irritating a giant. I am part of a strand in a web so intricate
it makes me want to kneel, un-fathoming. The earth can kill us
but so often, daily, it cradles us instead. Dry lip chafing dry lip. Salty
itch where tears fall; clenching in the stomach where I churn
my endless grief. I was wrong so many times. My hope lives there.
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typewriter
by kim malinowski

46

My grandmother’s typewriter sits
mildewing in its case,
yet with each wipe,
fingerprints are reconstructed,
as the mold slides away.

I am a lover of words, the tapping and rapping mesmerizing.
With a writer and a few swipes of cloth, the typewriter is
new

I take a tentative type.
The letter ‘A’ flicks back
striking paper.
Sunlight bends
as I type into the past,
the keys hard to press.

Each key glistened during World War II
while my grandmother quickly went through her family’s
rations of pantyhose, the ones with the seam
right up the center, perfectly lined up her calves,
her tapping going late into the night.
Time of duty and promise.
I tell my grandmother that I have the typewriter.
She makes it clear it’s hers. NOT anyone else’s.
She bought it when she went to secretary school,
carried it herself from place to place in her travels.
It was not my grandfather’s and it was not my mother’s.
It’s now mine.

My grandmother was adept at dictation.
I am slow.
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kaputt
by hibah shabkhez
48

The rose petal half-crushed under my shoe
Looks to me with rain-tears in its lone eye,
Bruised between rubber and earth, to undo
Not the shending wrought upon her, but by
The boot still steadily murdering ants
Who were erstwhile its woes, erstwhile its foes.
On grinds the boot, and the foot within it,
As if killing could assuage, like the chants
And jingles of old, the dreads that first lit
The abyss, plunged us into these throes.
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the grief of time lost
by emily strauss
50

to time
to weddings and funerals
to all the days of swelling heat
or binding cold with ice covering
the rain barrel

she can hear the drip at night,
her window open for the crickets
and fireflies of one more spring

time lost
to idleness
to frenzy
to decisions or the lack of direction
when the moon seems to hang
in the sky

time to wait for time to finish

time to lie there

rose petals fly across the sidewalk
the grief of forgotten time
because she's ninety years old
and the past is lost
except in faded pictures
we show her, she nods but
her eyes remain glazed

or is it grief to be relieved
of all your mistakes
just watch the roses grow
fat hips and the moon set,
another funeral, another winter
rain filling the barrel
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trying to answer
by emily strauss

52

I'm trying to say it—
he always demands the same reply
but instead the memory of the road
appears in the pause,
crosses the kitchen table where we sit
enters the pantry— then climbs a snowy pass,
leaves blowing like matted hair
my words get tangled in them.

I tried to speak, my mouth opened,
the forest fell out instead,
the house dissolved—
I'm sitting alone
listening to a chickadee
calling.

I was going to speak,
the words stood on the pavement
coming into view, down the hall,
just around the corner.
There's the boulder.
Smooth aspens wave from the next room,
I can feel the cold wind off the lake,
the floor feels sodden.
I meant to say those words he wants
as simple as hawks falling from the sky
visible as if the roof rose
straight above the oncoming lights.
The memory dares me to step out,
my mouth opens, I'm trying to form
my thoughts, to smile, but the walls
disappear, my vision twisting like
the pavement, it's all I can see.
He's still waiting, it's impossible—
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the rainbow
by d.s. maolalai

54

we should have crashed
when we came upon it, and the weather
was perfect. colour genuflecting
like the day was a christian, the road
littered with tabernacles. and the rainbow
bowed to everything - light bending
like a melting ice-pop
and ending
somewhere
in a field. you could see it
all the way to the landing place-it was magical. usually
you just get light
and a little colour,
a sky with some detail. not this,
like a picture
done in crayon
and done
with every crayon. something so real
and tactile
no adult could get it down. and we were both
dead tired--I was driving
hungover. we were going home
and so constantly
underneath.
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and you are there in all of them
by d.s. maolalai
56

the sky lights up
like a silver coin--just enough sun
to shine through a cloudbank.
like being at the beach
in hot sun
on a sandy white day.
or a bed
with white sheets
in any weather.
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mourning song

by chad w. lutz

58

I hear
the call of a bird
I can’t name
& wonder
would it be
worse to

be heard
& never
understood
or never
heard
at all
even in
hollow bones
there’s power
enough to
fan the earth

enough to
move the sky
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junkyard dog
by alex coffman

60

I found his car in the wrecker lot
as twisted as an old man’s back.
My friend fared no better,
buried in another lot, five miles away.
The pot-bellied lot owner strolled
over, with his half-starved
Rottweiler by his side, licking
its chops as it caught my scent.
“You here for his things?”
He pried the mangled
door open with his bare hands.
“He left somethin’ behind alright.”
He giggled like a boy who’d found
a Sno Ball in his lunchbox.
My legs lurched forward under
their own spell, and I peered in to find
a lump of brown-red brain baked
into the carpet. A curious part of me
longed to reach out and touch it –
as if the smear still held his breath
or a punchline to an old joke.
Just as my hand twitched,
the old dog pulled himself into the car
and lapped up that stale lump of brain.
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author biographies
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nonfiction
a pie named darlene >> michael coolen
Michael Coolen is a pianist, composer, actor, performance artist, and writer living in Oregon. In addition to
three Fulbright Fellowships and four National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships, he has won awards
from the Oregon Poetry Association and the Oregon Writers Colony. His essay “Let Me Tell You How My Father
Died” was awarded first prize in the 2017 national “Ageless Authors” competition. He’s been published in dozens of
journals and online publications. He has also published music for various ensembles, as well as soundtracks, plays,
experimental films, and documentaries, including the award-winning documentary, Freedom on the Fences, about
Polish poster art after WW II. His compositions have been performed around the world, including in Japan, France,
Sweden, Germany, the St. Petersburg Conservatory in Russia, and Copenhagen, Denmark. Dozens of other performances have occurred throughout the United States, including at Carnegie Hall, the New England Conservatory of
Music, MoMA, and the Christie Gallery in New York.
*

*

*

rising death toll >> melissa mckay
Melissa McKay is an aspiring writer living in the greater Nashville area. Her work has been published by Anti
Heroin Chic and will also be available in an upcoming issue of Down in the Dirt. She is currently writing a collection
of personal essays she hopes to publish as a memoir. Melissa is the greenhouse manager at Bates Nursery and Garden Center. She is an avid reader, loves digging in her garden, and sings with Metro Nashville Chorus, a chapter of
Sweet Adelines International. She is married to her high school sweetheart, Tim, and they have 2 children. Melissa
and Tim are learning the intricacies of parenting their adult son, Pierce, who has debilitating autism. Their daughter, Reagan, is a freshman at Middle Tennessee State University, studying film and video production.
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nonfiction
our hands >> tracy rose stamper
https://www.facebook.com/DancingPenTracyStamper
Tracy Rose Stamper dances with words. Her middle name is the most significant word she has written lately
during these days asking us to rise. She lives in a home on a hill in St. Louis, Missouri (U.S.A.) with two beloved humans, two rescue beagle boys, and two whimsical wind sculptures. (Despite the triple doubles, thirteen is her favorite number.) You can find wildflower seeds in her floral purse and rose quartz in her pocket because she believes in
beauty—finding it, creating it, being it, breathing it. Today her favorite colors are aqua, purple and (eco-friendly)
glitter. She prefers lunar to linear and kindness over niceness. The page is where she feels, heals, explores, expresses, dares, risks, loves, cajoles, creates, craves, hides, seeks, plays, dreams, and becomes. Tracy is a columnist at Rebelle Society, contributing author of Anna Linder’s ‘The Book of Emotions,’ and has had work appear (or soon to appear) in Dime Show Review, Drunk Monkeys and Feels Zine. Ever since she first crossed paths with borrowed solace, she dreamed of appearing in these pages. She is honored to be here and would be honored to connect with you
on her Facebook page Dancing Pen.
*

*

*

unscripted >> haley biermann
Haley Biermann is an emerging writer from North Andover, Massachusetts. She studied Writing, Editing, and
Publishing at Emmanuel College in Boston. She works in Acquisitions at the MIT Press, and in the future hopes to
travel and share her own stories along with those of others. She feels that nothing captures a reader’s eye more
than a lived experience. Whether it’s an opinion or simply a new thought process, she is gratified when she can
share a path that one may not have experienced with the same steps before. Her work has appeared in Kansas City
Voices, Adelaide, Every Day Fiction, and Merrimack Review.
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fiction
always >> lauren mead
Lauren Mead is a recent graduate of The Humber School for Writers. Previously, she has been a columnist for
The Cannon as well as the fiction editor for Carousel Magazine. She is a past recipient of The Milton Acorn Award
and she has been published in The Danforth Review, The MacGuffin, Soliloquies, Forest for the Trees and The Artifice.
*

*

*

what i would do for a sturdy branch >> claire delplanche
Claire Delplanche is an undergraduate student majoring in Biology and Creative Writing at Pacific University
in Oregon. They write fantasy and horror fiction, and have yet to have any work published.
*

*

*

dear victoria >> ebie filipiak
Ebie Filipiak is an undergraduate film student at UCCS, and president of the film club. Born in Chicago, her
family moved between Colorado and the Midwest throughout her childhood, until finally settling in Colorado
Springs. Initially a visual arts student, Ebie quickly found her passion in writing both scripts and short stories, and
has worked on several projects since.
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fiction
fly like icarus >> ellen gordman
Ellen Gordman started her career writing personality profiles for a local newspaper. She has been a marketing executive for businesses and non-profits. She is the co-author of three business books, The Must-Have Customer, Secrets of the Super Sweet Spot and Do You Know What You Don’t Know and has written three unpublished
mysteries. After two moves in the past thirty-six years she lost the only printed copies of the manuscripts and the
obsolete backup floppy disks and Zip drives. This is just as well as the manuscripts were turned down by a multitude of agents for representation. Years ago Ellen had two short stories published in obscure magazines. Trying to
recapture the magic feeling when she saw her stories in print, she renewed her efforts a year ago to write short stories. She hopes this endeavor will prove to be more creatively fulfilling than writing full length unpublishable mysteries. So far the efforts have proved worthwhile as she had one story accepted by Borrowed Solace and two stories accepted by an online mystery magazine. Ellen lives in Colorado with her husband, and Golden Doodle, Lulu.
When she is not writing stories to be critiqued by her writing group and volunteering, she skis, snowshoes and
hikes.
*

*

*

playing with earthquakes II >> emily walling
Emily Walling’s visual and written work can be found in Apeiron Review, The Caribbean Writer, The MacGuffin, a poetry anthology from Shabda Press, and other journals. She has work forthcoming in the Erase the Patriarchy anthology from University of Hell Press. Her work focuses on the physical, emotional and psychological connections people have with the natural world. Emily graduated in 2019 with a master’s degree in rhetoric and writing, and she continues to serve as a prose reader for Slippery Elm Literary Journal. She currently resides in Australia but has lived most of her life in northern Ohio.
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poetry
wind-yellow >> a.j. dexter
A.J. Dexter is a poet living in Charleston, SC. She writes poems about things, in that order. Some of her very
favorite poems have been her very own. She was a gay man once but couldn’t meet the height requirement.
*

*

*

as love (golden delicious) >> t.m. thomson
https://www.facebook.com/TaunjaThomsonWriter/
T.M. Thomson’s work has most recently appeared in Wild Roof Journal and Whispering Prairie Press: Kansas
City Voices and will be featured in Blue Ash Review and mutiny! magazine in the upcoming months. Three of her
poems have been nominated for Pushcart Awards: “Seahorse and Moon” in 2005, “I Walked Out in January” in
2016, and “Strum and Lull” in 2018. She is the author of Strum and Lull (2019) and The Profusion (2019), which
placed in Golden Walkman’s 2017 chapbook competition, and co-author of Frame and Mount the Sky (2017).
When she’s not writing, you can find her feeding birds, communing with cats, playing in mud, and spinning.
*

*

*

untitled >> rae rozman
@mistress_of_mnemosyne

Rae Rozman is a middle school counselor in Austin, Texas. Her work often explores themes of queer love
(romantic and platonic), brain injury, and education. You can find her on Instagram for poetry, book reviews, and entirely too many pictures of her rescue bunnies.
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poetry
the garden behind the moon & night-blooming >> reena choudhary
twitter: @reena1303 >> instagram: @reenarav13 >> www.facebook.com/reena.choudhary.560
It's my pleasure to introduce myself. Well, I'm Reena Choudhary born and raised in India. I have done Graduation (Hons) in literature from Delhi University (INDIA) and also completed one year Diploma in Tourism. At present
working in private firm. I found the courage to write Poetry, Articles and Blog. Few of my poetry is polished in The
Pangolin Review, CommuterLit, Cordite Poetry Review, and Monday Night. Writing has been a way for me to hang
on to my identity a way to push myself to grow. My writing time is my oasis; it’s when I can focus on myself and my
goals—which is something parents desperately need. As soon as I complete one project, I am already thinking about
how I can improve on the next project. Rather than focusing on submission stats, I am able to focus on my work.
When a piece is rejected, I am thinking and return to what keeps me writing—which is writing the best. I’ve written
over the past several years have been retired without finding a home. And I have been able to learn from each piece
and look forward to many more years of writing. You can read more at:
wordpress.com/post/creation868.wordpress.com
*

*

*

my grief face >> patrick wright
Patrick Wright has a poetry pamphlet, Nullaby, published by Eyewear in 2017. A full collection, Full Sight Of
Her, will follow in 2020 by same publisher. His poems have appeared in several magazines, including Agenda, Wasafiri, The Reader, and The High Window. He has twice been included in the Best New British and Irish Poets anthology, and has been shortlisted for the Bridport Prize. He works at the Open University, where he teaches English Literature and Creative Writing. He is also working on a second PhD in Creative Writing at the Open University, supervised by Siobhan Campbell and Jane Yeh.
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poetry
natural occurrences >> merryn rutledge
A late reader, Merryn Rutledge fell in love with words when she was able to read a “chapter book” by herself
when she was eight. In high school she fell for poetry when she found Blake and Plath. After teaching literature and
writing for many years, she founded and ran a leadership development firm. Now she writes and teaches creative
writing to elders. Merryn’s many essays on leadership have appeared in professional journals and books; her poems
have appeared in The Mountain Echo and Esprit.
*

*

*

i was wrong >> l.j. mccray
L.J. McCray lives in North Carolina. Her work has been published in Apricity Press, Psaltery & Lyre; Awkward
Mermaid; and—hence, tirade. She has a bachelor’s degree in creative writing from Hollins University, as well as a
master’s in Divinity from Yale Divinity School. She writes often on the themes of mental illness, healing, trauma,
and transcendence.
*

*

*

typewriter >> kim malinowski
Kim Malinowski earned her B.A. from West Virginia University and her M.F.A. from American University. She
studies with The Writers Studio. Her chapbook Death: A Love Story was published by Flutter Press. Her work was
featured in Faerie Magazine and appeared in War, Literature, and the Arts, Amethyst Review, Mookychick, Black
Poppy Review, Calliope, and others.
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poetry
kaputt >> hibah shabkhez
twitter: @hibahshabkhez >> instagram: @shabkhez_hibah >> www.facebook.com/hibahshabkhezsarusaihiryu/
Hibah Shabkhez is a writer of the half-yo literary tradition, an erratic language-learning enthusiast, a teacher
of French as a foreign language and a happily eccentric blogger from Lahore, Pakistan. Her work has previously appeared in the Rockford Review, Qwerty, The Blue Nib, Ligeia, Cordite Poetry, Headway Quarterly and a number of
other literary magazines. Studying life, languages and literature from a comparative perspective across linguistic
and cultural boundaries holds a particular fascination for her. You can read more at:
https://hibahshabkhezxicc.wordpress.com/

*

*

*

the grief of time lost & trying to answer >> emily strauss
Emily Strauss has an M.A. in English, but is self-taught in poetry, which she has written since college. Over
500 of her poems appear in a wide variety of online venues and in anthologies, in the U.S. and abroad. She is a Best
of the Net and twice a Pushcart nominee. The natural world of the American West is generally her framework; she
also considers the narratives of people and places around her. She is a retired teacher living in Oregon.
*

*

*

the rainbow and you are there in all of them >> d.s. maolalai
D.S. Maolalai has been nominated four times for Best of the Net and three times for the Pushcart Prize. His
poetry has been released in two collections, "Love is Breaking Plates in the Garden" (Encircle Press, 2016) and "Sad
Havoc Among the Birds" (Turas Press, 2019).
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poetry
mourning song >> chad w. lutz
Chad W. Lutz is a non-binary writer born in Akron, Ohio, in 1986 and raised in the neighboring suburb of
Stow. They graduated from Kent State University with their BA in English in 2008 and from Mills College in Oakland, California, with their MFA in Creative Writing in 2018. Their first book, For the Time Being, is slated for a
March 2020 publication through J. New Books.
*

*

*

junkyard dog >> alex coffman
Alex Coffman is currently a graduate student at the University of Alabama, and writes poetry whenever he
can bring himself to do it.

art
riya rajayyan: mystical evening
I'm Riya, from the bustling city of Mumbai, India. Art has always attracted me, may it be photography, writing
or music. It takes me into another world, far away from reality. A world which runs as I like, never leaving me isolated.
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bonus content
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She was born in the Iowa cornstalks,
where the midwestern winds blows and the
river soaked limestone grows. She has two
communication degrees with herself on her
way for her master’s degree in publishing!
She has been writing ever since she could
sail and editing ever since the winds taught
her how to use those sails to take her to other worlds, adventures, and magical seas she
didn't know existed. On days off from writing about bad guys and people's lives at the
local newspaper, she wrestles the legion of
words with her sidekick pug—who is not fat,
but curvy and gorgeous—and her new black
steed named Thunder, to battle the high
seas of cornfields in every day life.
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Amber Porter was born in Fort Carson, Colorado. She has a bachelor’s in Psychology—with a minor in
creative writing—from the University of Colorado,
Colorado Springs and is now working on a major in
French from Oregon State University.
She loves writing, particularly: horror, fantasy,
young adult, and humor and has a fascination with the
darker and stranger side of life, it’s probably why she
wanted to be a psychologist—to probe into the deepest most secluded areas of one’s psyche. Amber also
enjoys learning about new cultures, particularly their
languages, and hopes to one-day return to Italy where
she spent several years of her childhood.
As a side-note, she’s rather fond of video
games—especially those with good characters and story—and getting lots and lots of sleep.
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Addey Vaters is a writer hailing from the
Rocky Mountains of Colorado. She has a degree in
English Literature and Creative Writing from the
University of Colorado and presently works in
higher education. Addey’s work has been published in riverrun Literary and Arts Journal, Sleet
Magazine, Miss Milennia Magazine, Viewfinder
Magazine, and Odyssey, where she was not only a
contributor but an editor. She loves anything and
everything related to cats and/or folk music. Follow Addey on Twitter @AddeyVaters and visit her
website, www.AddeyVaters.com, for more about
her meanderings through the world of literature.
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afterword

As we close this chapter of a journal, we are already thinking of the future. Where can we go from here?
Where will this journal take us? How many people can we meet and talk creative writing and art with? Who
can and how they appreciate the literary journal we publish? Can we truly navigate the waters of turning our
digital lines and words into printed ink on smell book pages?
I guess you will just have to see what more this journal has in store for its creative journal and the people
around the world we invited on our ship to tread the literary waters.
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Riya Rajayyanfor art on cover page
and everyone who made this journal possible
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“Together we will
weather any
storm”
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Here is a sneak peak for the
upcoming themed journal for
Fall 2020.
Can you guess what it is?
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To read the all of the lovely arts, go to borrowedsolace.com to
purchase the journal, this helps support many adventures
more!
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